PREMIER DISTRIBUTOR
DXP, the industrial distribution experts,
can help you optimize your inventory
and provide the highest level of system
design and consulting; field support;

AutoCrib Benefits:


24/7 secured access availability



Item usage reduction of 20%-40% through
improved accountability

and inventory replenishment services.



Reduced inventory levels and increased turns

With an AutoCrib industrial vending



Eliminate lost items and shrinkage

solution from DXP in place you get much



Eliminate expensive production downtime

more than just an industrial vending



Reduction in walk around/trip time to obtain
items

machine. You get a true industrial
vending system that’s enterprise-ready



Extend reach of supply chain to plant floor

and designed for industry.

“Working collaboratively with
DXP, we have improved our parts
supply chain so significantly that
our customer expectations have
dramatically increased and now
we are focusing on developing a
vision of and executing supply
chain perfection.”
Executive Manager,
Fortune 100 Company

Call us today and learn more about our industrial vending solutions!
1-800-830-DXPE | info@dxpe.com | www.dxpe.com

RoboCrib LX2000
Secure and manage the issue and
return of up to 2,574 different
items using pie-shaped bins with
the latest in smart carousel
technology.

RoboCrib VX1000
Secure and manage the issue and
return of up to 1,048 different
items using a more compact and
cost-efficient carousel-based
platform.

RoboCrib VX500
Secure issue and return of up to
628 different items in less than
10 seconds. Vend almost
anything, including large or
delicate items. No individual
repackaging needed.

RoboCrib MX150
Secure issue and return of up to
180 different items. No individual
repackaging needed. Perfect for
smaller applications or where
space is tight.

ScaleMate
Eliminate the need to count small
parts and fasteners. ScaleMate
automatically determines how
many items were taken from a
RoboCrib parts cup.

AutoCrib RDS
The original helix/coil based
Remote Dispensing System for
managing fast moving items with
a keypad or touch screen
interface. Make quick transactions
with the built-in barcode scanner.
Stocks up to 70 unique SKUs.

EleVend
High-speed dispensing, without
repackaging for gloves, PPE, and
MRO supplies.

AutoLocker
With a variety of configurations,
electronic lockers provide secure
access to oversized, calibrated, and
durable items with issue and return
capability. Locker bins with power
outlets and LAN are available.

IntelliPort
A turnkey system of radio frequency
identification (RFID) readers
orientated at a choke point, to track
movement of RFID tags in and out
of a controlled area.

VisiCab
Next generation object recognition
in a fully-automated tool box. An
excellent solution for FOD (Foreign
Object Debris) control but can be
used in any application where 100%
of the tools and other items must
be returned and accounted for.

AutoCab
Secure push-button style issue
and return of 200+ different
items though a variety of
drawers, bins, and cabinets.

TouchCrib Station &
MobileCrib
Automate your existing attended or
unattended tool room, crib, store
area, or build a runner system.

